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Title: President

Comments: Hello Forest Service Officials:

 

Our family, friends and community have been fighting for over 50 years to stop the wholesale rape of our

environment for the benefit of the already rich. This project should be stopped and the cleanup of the already

despoiled areas cleaned up completely. 

 

I have visited the Frank Church River of No Return on multiple occasions and understand that this wilderness is

fragile and damages to the any of the tributaries could cause irreparable harm to the area that would impact flora,

fauna and native peoples free use.  

 

The Stibnite Gold Project puts incredibly valuable fisheries that my friends visit every year at huge risk. It is time

to stop creating vast areas of great waste vats in or so close to our national treasures!!!

 

The preferred alternative wilderness evaluation intentionally favors the development and minimizes the risk in the

typical fashion of the proposers of this project, who is being represented in this document, it's not the native

people, American public or our ever more valuable open spaces and unique habitats! 

 

The proposed roads are fraught with the likelihood that wilderness will be "accidentally" entered or impacted and

that is unacceptable!

 

It is very clear that the Forest Service must deny the permit for Perpetua Resource's Stibnite Gold Project and

require Perpetua to finish cleaning up the mine site. The American Public are tired of the Business as Usual

crowd destroying or having significant impacts on our wilderness and public lands. It's not like there is some great

areas remaining to be created, found or added to our nation- protect us and our lands from these corporate

predators. They could give a damn about anything but their almighty dollars. 

 

Thank you!!

 

John Kersting President JustUs Productions producing all-ages nonprofit events for charities, natural disasters

and protecting our wilderness. 

 


